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Try a late-night snack with this week's deliciously satisfying high-protein dinner plan. The protein is digested slowly, which can make you feel more enriched for longer after eating. The plan's recipe includes healthy protein sources such as chicken, pure beef, seafood, tofu, beans and lentils, and provides at least 16 grams of protein per
serving. Juicy pork tenders, fresh fish and hearty quinoa are just a few of the delicious protein-packed foods in this week's meal plan. Protein does a lot of good things in the body - it builds healthy cells and repairs damaged ones, keeps the immune system in tip-top shape, and helps you feel full and satisfied after a meal. The Institute of
Medicine (IOM) recommends that women get 46 grams of protein daily (that is, about 6 ounces of chicken), while men need 56 grams. Most Americans get 10 to 15 grams of protein in breakfast, but 30 grams can be a magic number to maintain appetite and prevent weight gain in check throughout the day. A new study presented at the
Obesity Society Annual Conference found that women who ate protein-packed breakfasts (30 grams of eggs and sausages) ate about 100 fewer calories at lunchtime compared to women who ate low-protein pancake breakfasts. A high-protein breakfast quelled evening snacks (about 135 calories) in a small study of adolescents. This
article is the first in a series of high-level overviews of the capabilities, protocols, and development of various blockchains. In these overviews, I will try to provide a relatively simple overview of the topic as well as some details about their internal work and actual applications. TL;DRIn hurry? No problem, here's a general summary: public
blockchains like Ethereum must be able to expand to reach their ambitions, which are perceived as viable alternatives to traditional systems, which, in turn, allows them to get applications with broad adoption. These scaling solutions can be 'embedded' in the blockchain itself (Tier 1 solutions) or 'built on top' to ease some strain on the
underlying chain (Tier 2 solution). These two solution categories can be complementary to each other. Plasma is a Tier 2 solution for Ethereum that provides a framework for building safe, scalable, and rapid 'off-chain' distributed applications. There are numerous implementations of plasma: minimally viable plasma (MVP) — a UTXObased chain that has the basic principles of security and enables higher transaction throughput for Ethereum. MoreVP (MoreVP) - Enhances the MVP user experience by reducing the number of operations required to perform transactions. Plasma Snap - A proof of concept that aims to reduce the complexity of plasma, opening the way for
more sophisticated protocols rather than tokens. Cash - An implementation that represents a fixed amount of mold tokens with non-mold tokens. For example, if you deposit 5 ETH into a plasma cash chain, you receive a single token worth 5ETH that cannot be merged or split. Practical applications include collection-based gaming and
supply chain management and logistics. Plasma debit - an implementation that is very similar to plasma cash but allows partial payment. The most practical application is payment of all sizes, especially small payments. Plasma Bridge - Soon with proof of concept, this allows two different Layer 1 blockchains to interact with each other
through a shared plasma chain, enabling atomic swaps. For example, a plasma chain can act as a connection between ethereum and the Ethereum classic blockchain. Plasma is not the Layer 2 solution proposed by Ethereum, and you can reasonably expect it to coexist with other Tier 2 solutions, just like a first-floor solution. Read the full
article. A brief introduction to blockchain scalability has many obstacles in the way of public blockchain before achieving this ambition, although people are aware of the vast potential of blockchain technology and many applications. The most noticeable issue is the scalability of the blockchain. Scalability is defined as the capabilities of a
system, network, or process that handles growing tasks, or the potential to expand to accommodate this growth. Scalability is a variety of challenges in the context of blockchain, but it is mainly discussed around transaction throughput on the network. This is evident in Ethereum's recent spotlight, which focuses on the speed of the network
during times of congestion. Tier 1 Solutions One of the approaches to extending these platforms is to modify the underlying protocol or 'Tier 1'. Due to their direct nature, these changes are usually enacted through hard forks. An example of a Layer 1 solution for Ethereum is 'sharding', which solves the 'onetrack' problem of bottlenecking
the network. Currently, all nodes must process all transactions in order and limit the throughput of transactions on the network to the maximum that each node can handle. Splitting a chain into segments or 'shards'¹ lifts this limit because each node can process different transactions in parallel with each other. Research and development
work for sharding is typically fully conducted by groups such as Prysmatic Labs and Community, but the upgrade is not yet close to release.¹ Each shard is technically its own blockchain and each shares the same consensus mechanism. Each shard.² that can communicate with beacon chains and other shards also plans to use eWASM
over traditional EVMs when sharding is broadcast live, and plans to improve transaction throughput through faster processing speeds for smart contracts. This set of guidelines also includes additions that make smart contracts more standardized and secure. Because the integrity and security of the Tier 2 solution protocol is critical to
success, changes to the underlying layer of the blockchain can be very difficult to execute. Because of this sensitivity, Layer 2 solutions have also been developed to complement tier 1 methods that provide a scalable and efficient blockchain. The Tier 2 solution is a structure built on top that enables operations to perform 'off-chain' without
changing the underlying protocol and maintaining the underlying chain, i.e. security and the benefits it provides at the end. The obvious benefit of a Tier 2 solution is that the implementation does not necessarily require a hard fork, but its scope is much greater than the integration problem. Along with tier 1 solutions, you can significantly
improve the practical application and usability of the 'basic' blockchain. While there has been extensive research on two-tier solutions since the initial concept of the main channel, including the lightning networks of Leiden, Truebeat and Bitcoin, perhaps the most promising Tier 2 solution being developed for Ethereum is 'Plasma'.³ Note
There is no reason why other solutions cannot coexist. For example, channels can be built on future plasma implementations due to their complementary nature. I think, however, that plasma will be able to establish itself as the most widely utilized Layer 2 solution. What is plasma? Plasma is a framework for building safe, scalable, and
rapid distributed applications ('dApps'). Plasma allows dApps to achieve this through the creation of 'child' blockchains connected to the 'parent' blockchain through smart contracts. dApps then run completely on each child chain, greatly lowering the burden placed on the parent chain and making dApps more efficient and cost-effective.
These child chains are entire blockchains with their own consensus mechanisms - likely to be proof of authority ('PoA') or steak proof ('PoS'), but like children, they are not entirely independent of their parents. Because child chains rely on parents for security, you should periodically submit appointments for smart contracts that connect
them. These commitments are details about the latest updates to the child chain and are critical when broadcast over the parent chain, that is, the entire Ethereum network. To ensure all these off-chain changes It must be subject to the final and binding crypto primitive 'Commitment Plan'. However, because of its size, committing the
application to the parent chain as a whole does not use Plasma. For this reason, like other blockchain applications, 'Merkle trees' in turn can use 'Merkle proof'. Simply put, Merkle proofs allow you to authenticate a much larger database by certifying small amounts of data, such as hashes. Bitcoin applied Merkle evidence for storing
transactions on each block, facilitating Satoshi's 'simplified payment verification'. In plasma, the commitment is the 'root' of each block's Merkle tree, so you can use merkle proof, one of the framework's defining security features: the ability for users to 'exit' the child chain. Exiting the child chain means that the user can withdraw funds from
the parent chain and prove in the smart contract that they have the funds to withdraw through the application of the Merkle proof. A key part of plasma security is that users have the right to withdraw to the parent chain at any time.¹ Note that the use of the 'parent' chain is for simplicity/visualization. The correct term is the 'root' chain,
because it is possible for the eye chain to have its own child chain ad infinity (technically making these child chains 'parents', but not 'roots'). All child chains are subject to the root chain, not the above child chains in the hierarchy. Is plasma safe? Tier 2 solutions rely on the underlying layer to provide security, but they also require
mechanisms to protect operations in their own chains. In summary¹, plasma has many theoretical security factors, and the core revolves around what allows the user to shut down the child chain at any time, that is, withdraw funds to the main Ethereum chain. This means that even if the children's chain is fully centralized and the central
party decides to act maliciously, none of the user's funds are at risk of being permanently lost. This safety comes not only from the ability of users to rely on the main chain as a source of truth, but also from how all users can challenge withdrawal from the child chain. For a user to exit a child chain, they must submit an 'exit' transaction to
the default chain, 'Exit Bond', and some implementations must include Merkle evidence to prove ownership of the funds. Withdrawing from a child chain is not immediate. Instead, a challenge period called Exit Challenge Games applies, which allows all users to submit fraud proof to the main chain. Fraud evidence Data from the previous
block that proves that the exit is invalid because the funds you are trying to withdraw have already been 'spent' by that user on another block. Those who successfully prove that a transaction is a scam are known as 'bounty hunters' as well as being rewarded with the value of a bad actor's exit bond, as well as preventing an exit from
occurring. As you can probably imagine, off-chain security is a very complex problem, numerous theoretical problems. What seems obvious in MVP² (below) is the responsibility of the challenge and the scope of the bounty hunter. For example, if you send £1000 to a children's chain and send a £1000 (£100,000) transaction to another
address under my control, the only party concerned about a fraudulent exit from the transaction (i.e., if you try to shut down the UTO fraudulently) you may try to fraudulently terminate part of the (UTO). Bounty hunters, indirectly. These fraudulent exits can take place at some point in the chain, and the number of transactions can severely
limit the pool of bounty hunters who can challenge the exit because the copies of the entire chain are too large for a regular PC to handle. From a data storage perspective, the answer may be in the mechanism for a secure inspection team for the MVP, which can be broadly involved in any challenge because the duration of ergo the data
can be limited to the appropriate amount. Then there is the question of how to encourage users to watch someone else's transactions³. There is still a lot of debate about how protection can be managed because of the importance of security.¹ The details and issues surrounding the security of plasma will be detailed in a future article.² This
theoretical issue will be detailed in a future article. Please note that the implementation requirements of the proof and token uniqueness mechanisms will not necessarily apply to plasma cash.³ there is no problem solving the problems surrounding this issue.³ This document, but for example, if a user needs to put bonds for all exits, will
challenge all exits. But what is the value of these bonds? Is it a set value, or will it be dynamic and proportional to the amount being transmitted? The value of these bonds is critical to ensuring a balance between a good user experience and incentive bounty hunters. The implementation framework of plasma, plasma has almost unlimited
applications - most are still in the research phase. Here is a very brief overview of some of the latest proposed implementations of plasma, which will be explored in more detailed technical detail in future articles. The minimum viable plasma (MVP) is named Plasma MVPs are UTXO-based chains that have the basic principles of security
and enable high transaction throughput, but they rely on users being willing to interact, validate, and exit the chain. In these early stages, because MVPs use poa mechanisms, users must have a certain level of trust in the operator. More practical plasma (MoreVP) is based on MVP by improving the user experience. To send UTXSo from
the MVP, the user must send it to another user's address, wait for the transaction to be confirmed in the block, and then send a confirmation signature. This 'double signature' system is not only cumbersome for users, but also reduces the block space available for other transactions. MoreVP eliminates the need for these verification
signatures by default due to termination priority adjustments. The MoreVP specification is currently being expanded by a team at OmiseGo.Plasma Snapp on evidence of the concept phase, plasma snap aims to effectively eliminate most of the complexity of plasma integration through the use of 'zero knowledge concise non-interactive
arguments of knowledge' ('zk-SNARKS'), eliminating the need for confirmation signatures and even eliminating the need for exit challenge games. Vitalik also recently elaborated on the use of zk-SNARKS for scaling, offering suggestions that trading parties do not always need to be 'online'. This makes progress in addressing the data
availability issues that exist within the current plasma implementation caused by the vibrant assumptions about the final consensus¹.¹ In simpler terms, proof of work ('PoW') can essentially ensure viability, while other consensus mechanisms such as PoA are not guaranteed by the requirements of 'monitoring'. The plasma cash plasma
cache is an implementation that represents a fixed amount of mold with an easy-to-wind token. For example, if you deposit 25 ETH into a contract in a plasma cash chain, you will receive a token in a chain worth 25 ETH. Each token of plasma cash is generated by a unique ID at the time of creation and cannot be split or merged with other
tokens. Plasma cash blocks are what you see in MVP. Plasma cash blocks store 'slots' for all tokens present on the chain, meaning users will see that they have been sent from each block, as well as those that have not been sent. This allows you to create a sparse Merkle tree, which can provide evidence that a transaction is not part of a
particular block. Because each block's slots are unique to each token, you cannot place other tokens in those slots. This means that no other tokens can enter the slot, so the user only has to track their own tokens. This reduces the amount of data that must be sent to the client. Token history. One of the problems with plasma caches is
the general flexibility - tokens in the chain must always have a fixed denomination, thus preventing the transfer of fractions of tokens. Plasma debit plasma debits are very similar to plasma cash. One of the main differences is that you can make partial payments, which enables arbitrarily marked payments, and therefore small payments.
Plasma debits are like lightning hubs where each token represents a two-way payment channel, for example, the deposit itself. Unlike lightning networks, the state of a channel is regularly caused by the main chain, so you can transfer these tokens from one owner to another (just like plasma cash tokens). Because these tokens are
payment channels, they means that new parties can join the plasma debit payment network without having to perform on-order transactions. Plasma debits are best for payments because all transactions are fast and cheap. One of the projects studying plasma debit implementation (along with plasma cash work) is the Loom
Network.Plasma BridgeA theoretical project, which should soon have proof of concept, and plasma bridges will be a way to connect two tier 1 blockchains together through a shared plasma child chain. This allows various blockchain assets to be converted into standard native tokens in the child chain, freely transferring value between
chains (i.e. atomic swaps). Interoperability Of blockchain Interoperability of blockchain is another key point of discussion for the future of technology. Many are fiercely loyal to their chain, which can be a harm to development development because supporters fail to acknowledge the objective weaknesses of their chains or the relative
strengths of other chains. Polkedot, like numerous plasma-based projects, is aiming to solve this problem. The latter example is Omysego, who built - among other things - plasma DEX, which uses clearing houses in the first place for assets that cannot build plasma child chains Bitcoin.Scalability is critical to the widespread adoption of the
public blockchain, and the plasma framework will create a defragmentation of the development of ethereum 2.0.additional sources/additional sources/additional read //ethereear.ch/ 'll numerous blockchains and industry developments. But not limited to: the interoperability of sharding and beacon chains, PoS and Casper/Tendermint,
blockchain and Polkedot, Oracle, non-enriched tokens, stable coins, distributed exchanges, and numerous implementations of plasma and security features. Join hackers to create a free account to unlock your midday custom reading experience. Experience.
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